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How
A Test

Super
of

Are
Video
Supers?
Communication Efficacy

Noel M. Murray,LalitaA. Manrai, and
Ajay K. Manrai
Interestin the role of video supers-superimposedvideopresentationsof verbal informationhas grown among consumers,advertisers,the televisionnetworks,and public policymakers,as
supers have becomeprevalentin televisioncommercials.Theauthorsempiricallyaddressthe
communicationefficacyof video supersin a sampleof 200 differentcommercialsthat contain
video supers.Drawingon a theoryof modalityeffects,the authorsexaminethe comprehension
of video supers relativeto commercialcontent.Theauthorsdevelophypothesesand analyze
structuraldeterminantsof video supercomprehension,such as presence of a voice-over,rate of
presentation,and presentationsize. Thefindings are supportiveof thepredictionsand suggest
that vieweropportunityto process informationin a video supermightbe a critical elementin
any strategyto increase viewer comprehensionrates.

Video

of verbal
supersreferto the visualpresentation

materialin commercials. Supers play several different roles in commercials. Some provide supplemental informationin additionto commercialcopy-the spoken
words of an off-camera announceror the dialog of talent in
a drama.A video super can refer to, for example, a list of
retail stores at which the productis available. Other supers
contain detailed disclosure information that often places
restrictionson the offer conveyed in the commercial copy,
such as the conditions for a car lease agreement.
The increasedfrequencyof video supersin recentyears is
evidenced by articles in the press on the surge of supers in
network television advertising (King 1990), skits mocking
supers' usefulness on late-night talk shows (Leno 1992),
editorialsto regulatorsin AdvertisingAge (1995), and even
by commercials poking fun at other commercials that contain video supers (an Isuzu Trooper commercial shown in
1995). Indeed, the 1990s have been referred to by one
source as "the decade of the disclosure"(Hoy and Stankey
1993). However, little empirical researchhas addressedthe
communicationefficacy of commercial supers. The studies
to date have focused on content analyses of video super format (e.g., Hoy and Stankey 1993; Kolbe and Muehling
1992; Stern and Harmon 1984), legal disclosures (Murray,
Manrai,and Manrai1993; Wilkie 1986), specific topic areas
such as public service announcements(Manrai,Manrai,and
Murray1994), or particulardemographicsegments, such as
children(Stuttsand Hunnicutt1987), or have been restricted
to a particularproductcategory, such as prescriptiondrugs
(Morris,Mazis, and Brinberg 1989).
Most recently, Barlow and Wogalter (1993) stated that
researchon the effects of video supers in television adveris Associate Professorand FletcherJones Chair
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tising is virtually nonexistent. Indeed, Jacoby and Hoyer
(1989) suggest thatwe need to examine the featuresof commercials thatmight cause comprehensiondifficulty, such as
video supers.They also recommendstudying a large variety
of commercials to ensure representativeness.To date, no
study using a large sample of televised commercials has
addressedempiricallythe issue of viewer comprehensionof
video supers.
This article has three main objectives. First, we offer a
brief review of the role of video supers in advertisingfrom
the perspectives of consumers, advertisers, television networks, and public policymakers.Second, drawingon a separateprocessing streamstheory of modality effects, we test
several hypotheses relating to the comprehensionof video
supers. Specifically, we distinguish between processing
effects for dual-modalityvideo supers (video supers accompanied by a concurrent voice-over) and single-modality
video supers(video presentationof verbal information).We
next examine comprehension of video supers relative to
commercialcopy. Third,we analyze two structuraldeterminants of video super comprehension-rate of presentation
and presentationsize. We then discuss the implications of
these findings and offer directionsfor furtherresearch.
Previous content analysis studies of televised commercials containing video supers (e.g., Franke and Lee 1994;
Hoy and Stankey 1993) suggest that many elements of the
adverse presentation environment discussed by Richards
(1990, p. 80) also exist for video supers. Content analyses,
however, do not address viewer comprehension directly.
Controlled experimentalstudies of video supers that use a
small numberof commercials,such as those by Barlow and
Wogalter(1993), enable the study of controlledvariationsof
structuralformat effects of video supers. However, these
approachesprovide little informationabout comprehension
of video supers in a broad range of televised commercials.
A large sample of televised commercials containing video
supers will provide us with a better understandingof the
determinantsof video super comprehension.
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VideoSuperStakeholders:An IntegratedFramework

ADVERTISER
*Productioncosts of video supers
*Effectof video superon advertisingmessage believability
*Effectof video superson general attitudestoward
advertising
*Use of video supers by competitorsto ambushadvertisers

CONSUMER
*Rightto be informed
*Abilityand opportunityto
process video supers

TELEVISION NETWORKS
*"Clearand conspicuous"criterianot
feasible for some productcategories
*Television networksplaced at
competitive disadvantagerelative to
newer cable networks

There are four groups of stakeholdersthat have an interest in the efficacy of video supers:consumers, advertisers
and their clients, the majortelevision networks, and public
policymakers. Next, we review some of the policy issues
relating to video super efficacy.

Video Super Stakeholders
We develop an integrativeframeworkthatcapturessome of
the concerns of different stakeholdersin the role of video
supers in Figure 1.

Consumers
Accuratecomprehensionof commercialvideo supersis necessary if consumers are to be informedfully aboutcommercial content. The right to be informedis one of four key consumer rights set out by PresidentKennedy (1962); the others are the right to safety, the right to choose, and the right
to be heard.The right to be informedgoes beyond mere pro-

PUBLIC POLICY AGENCIES
Provide a legal frameworkto
*Protectadvertisersfrom other advertisers
*Protectconsumersfrom advertisers

tection against deception and includes giving the consumer
sufficient information to make informed purchasingdecisions (Aakerand Day 1982). Since the 1960s and 1970s, the
concern over consumers' rights to know has expanded
beyond considerationof legislation to correctspecific cases
of informationabuse, to generalapproachesof providingthe
consumer with information in a usable format (Thorelli
1982). We make the assumptionthatvideo supersare useful
to consumers if the supers provide informationthat facilitates the decision-makingprocess. A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for this to happenis that consumersmust
have the ability and opportunityto comprehendthe content
of the video super. Richards (1990, p. 80), who adopts a
legal perspectivein his comprehensivediscussion of deceptive advertising, advocates the study of the role of video
supers as a mode for communicating informationto consumers, statingthat "the greatestneed for additionalwork is
regardingdisclaimers, health warnings, and other affirma-
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tive disclosures in television commercials ... where perceptual fields and exposure time are limited."

Advertisers
Advertising agencies and their clients increasingly have
become critical of television networkrequirementson commercialvideo supersfor severalreasons(Rubin 1993). First,
the task of meeting television network requirements for
video supersis costly in advertisingagency time and money.
If a client decides to run commercials on both national and
local/cable schedules, the television networks typically do
not permit scrolling of video supers, whereas many independenttelevision stationsdo. Second, advertisingagencies
and their clients believe thatconsumersmight be suspicious
of detailed video supers. Advertising agencies are concerned that consumer suspicion about the content of video
supers might reduce the believability of the commercial
message. Third,competitorscan use the presence of a video
super in a commercial to ambush anothermarketerlegally
by calling into question whether viewers comprehenddisclosure informationpresentedin video super format. Faced
with such a challenge, the advertisercan be called on to substantiatewhethera viewer processed the video super information. Because the burden of substantiationfalls on the
advertiser, it might be required to hire an independent
research firm to document viewer comprehension.Therefore, the mere presence of informationin a video super, per
se, is not sufficient protectionagainst legal liability.

Television Networks
The television networksare largely responsiblefor the dayto-day policing of video supers.The threemajornetworksABC, CBS, and NBC--each have a slightly different set of
published standardsfor video supers. Each television network's standardis modeled on the FederalTrade Commission's (FTC) "clear and conspicuous" standard(see FTC
Staff Report 1979). The networks,however, make frequent
exceptions to these standards.Automotive industry advertising is exempted from the prior requirements,"provided
that they (video supers) are clearly readable (preferably
employing a thin drop shading) and they are placed against
a clear contrasting background" (ABC 1992). Content
analyses of video supers, by both Hoy and Stankey (1993)
and Frankeand Lee (1994), conclude that video supers frequently violate standardsfor clear and conspicuous presentation. The television networks, increasingly aware of the
more "flexible" commercial standardsof cable networks,
are interested in providing a cost-competitive and advertiser-friendlyenvironment.
Public Policymakers
There are several agencies with jurisdiction over video
supers,includingthe Food and Drug Administrationand the
FTC. The National AdvertisingDivision of the Better Business Bureausplays an importantself-regulatoryrole but has
no legal jurisdiction over commercial content. The FTC is
concerned only with that subset of video supers that might
be viewed as deceptive. The FTC has an influence on the
role of video supers throughits rulings, which are presented
in a large body of case law, and throughits "clearand conspicuous"standard.A commercialcontaining a video super

can be ruled deceptive if it falls under the FTC's general
framework of deceptive advertising. The FTC finds an
advertisementdeceptive if there is a representation,omission, or practice that is likely to mislead consumers acting
reasonablyunder the circumstancesand if that representation, omission, or practice is material(Cliffdale 1984). One
element in the FTC's notion of deceptiveness is the concept
of an ineffective qualification (Preston 1989). Ineffective
qualificationrefers to a situationin which there is a qualification to, or some restrictionon, a claim made elsewhere in
the commercial, but such qualification is so inconspicuous
or ineffective thatthe situationremainsas if no qualification
ever had been conveyed. The FTC has regardedthe ineffective qualificationimplication as one example of a category
of implied deceptive claims that it considers a suppression
of truth(Preston 1989).
From the FTC's perspective, the inability of a viewer to
comprehenda video super would not be considered deceptive per se, unless such informationwere considered material, that is, likely to have an effect on purchase behavior.
However, materialityoften is assumed to exist. In International Harvester Co. (1984, p. 1056), the FTC states: "The
Commission, however, presumesthat all express claims are
material"-including, presumably,suppressionsof truth.In
ThompsonMedical Company(1984, p. 189), the FTC states:
"The very existence of a claim ordinarilyis sufficient for us
to conclude it is material."If informationin a commercialis
found to contain deceptiveness due to the ineffective qualification requirement,the FTC shifts the burdenof proof to
the advertiser to demonstrate that the video super is not
material. Hence, though the burden of proof is with the
advertiserin a pragmaticsense, in the federal court system,
it is technically on the regulatorto prove materiality.
In summary, as can be seen from Figure 1, advertisers,
consumers, media, and public policy agencies each have a
stake in how informationis communicatedby video supers
in advertising.It is not the purposeof this article to attempt
to addressall the concerns of these video supers stakeholders. A better understanding of how video supers are
processedin televised commercials,however, will provide a
useful first step in this direction. In the next section, we
review the literature relating to the processing of video
supersand apply a theoreticalmodel to predictdeterminants
of viewer comprehensionof video supers.

LiteratureReviewand Hypotheses
Barlow and Wogalter (1993) decry the lack of theoretical
approaches to the study of format effects in communications. A theoreticalmodel of processing visual presentations
of verbal informationis needed in this area of researchthat
too often has been atheoreticalin its approach.A processing
model of formateffects would offer the advantageof specifying an intervening process between the manipulationof
structuralelements, such as typographysize or presentation
rate, and the measurementof effects, such as recall or comprehension.Penny (1989) has developed a theory of verbal
memory that might be useful for understanding format
effects in the visual presentation of verbal information.
Although there are other well-known models of modality
effects (e.g., Paivio 1983), Penny's is unique because her
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theoreticalmodel was developed specifically to explain cognitive processing of visually presented verbal information.
We show how this theory also might be used to study how
viewers process video supers in commercials.This theory is
referredto as separate processing streams.

Modality Effects and Recall
Video supersare a type of visual presentationof verbalmaterial (visual stimulus). Therefore, video supers that are not
accompanied by a simultaneous voice-over represent an
example of a single-mode presentationof information.A
video super accompanied by a simultaneous voice-over
(audio stimulus) representsa dual-mode presentation.The
non-video super partof a commercial-referred to hereafter
as other commercial content-also might contain an audio
stimulus (e.g., the spoken words of talent or the voice of a
spokesperson)and/ora visual stimulus(e.g., the pictorialrepresentationof multiple photographicimages). According to
the separate processing streams model (Penny 1989), the
memory system is quite flexible. Informationpresentedin
any modalitycan be recodedintoany otherformat.Forexample, a viewer seeing the video super"Use only as directed"in
a commercialcould visualize the typed phrase,silently articulate the phrase,readthe phraseto themselves,or spell it out.
On exposure to visual presentationof verbal information,
a sensory-based trace is formed and stored. This sensorybased trace is referredto as the visual code. The visual code
is formed automatically,is transient,and is subjectto interference effects from thematically different and competing
information,such as ongoing dialog and pictorialrepresentation in the commercial. However, if given sufficient
opportunity,the sensory memory trace can be transformed
or enriched. The viewer of a commercial might articulatea
video supersilently by, for example, visualizing an attribute
of the product written in the super ("contains saccharin").
Visual presentationof verbalinformationis encoded semantically only if the commercialviewer has an opportunityto
articulate the video super silently. Therefore, the separate
processing streams model nicely explains why exposure to
visual presentationof verbal informationis different than
exposure to a pictureimage.
Penny (1989) refers to the code generatedby the silent
articulationof visually presentedverbal informationas the
phonological code. The phonologicalcode is semanticinformation, internallygenerated,enduring,and relatively resistantto interferenceeffects. Auditorypresentationof information results in the automaticproductionof a sensory-based
code referredto as the acoustic code. The acoustic code is
formed only for informationthat is heard. Penny (1980)
argues that the acoustic code is enduringand increasesrecall
of recent auditoryinformationrelativeto visual presentation
of verbal information.It is this persistence of the auditory
code in short-termmemorythatis responsiblefor the widely
found modalityeffect-the superiorperformanceof auditory
presentationover visual presentationof verbalinformationon
recall tasks, particularlyfor difficult material(Penny 1989).
The phonological code is used for both auditorily and
visually presentedinformation.However, thoughthe phonological code is an automaticproductof auditorilypresented
information,it occurs for visually presentedverbalinformation only when the presentationenvironmentprovides the
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opportunityto transformthe visual code (sensory information) into a phonological code (semantic information).
We apply this separate streams model to the domain of
cognitive processing of video supers. We develop hypotheses that relate formateffects of video supers to viewer levels of comprehension.We begin with the case of single- versus dual-modalityvideo supers.

Comprehensionof Single- VersusDual-Modality
VideoSupers
Video supers might contain either a visual code (the typography of the super) or a visual and acoustic code (super
accompanied by simultaneous voice-over). These are
referred to as single- and dual-modality video supers,
respectively. According to Penny (1989), auditorypresentation of verbal informationresults in superiorrecall, relative
to visual presentation.The acoustic code is said to be rich
and enduring compared with the visual code. Similarly,
Paivio (1983) suggests that presentationof informationin
dual modality might result in greaterelaborationand comprehensionof informationrelative to a single-modalitypresentation. Although much of the research reviewed by
Penny (1989) relates to simple sets of words, other
researchers, in more complex information environments,
have found similar effects. Morris, Mazis, and Brinberg
(1989) find thatdisclosure informationin experimenter-created prescriptiondrugadvertisingwas comprehendedbetter
in dual- versus single-modalitymode. The FTC (1979) recommends the simultaneouspresentationof video supers in
both visual and verbal modes to meet its "clear and conspicuous" standard.This leads to our first hypothesis:
HI:The comprehensionof video super informationwill be
higherwhen informationis presentedin both visual and
is presentedin a
auditorymodalitiesthanwheninformation
visualmodalityonly.

Comprehensionof Single-ModalityVideoSupersin
ComparisonwithOtherCommercialContent
Commercialscontainingvideo superscan have up to fourseparate competing or complementarystreamsof information.
The body of the commercialtypicallycontainsboth a visual
code (successive photographicimages) and an auditorycode
(commercial narrative). There is an importantdistinction
between the visual code for pictorialimagery and the visual
code for visual presentationof verbalinformation.The former
has been shown to lead to superiorperformanceon immediate
and delayed recall tasks, relative to verbal information
(Childersand Houston 1984), whereasthe latterhas received
littleattentionin consumerresearchliterature.In visualmodality, generationof a phonologicalcode for video supersis not
automatic and can be disruptedby simultaneousunrelated
speech or pictorial information.This situation frequently
occurs in commercialsfor visual-mode-onlysupers,because
thematicallyunrelatedcommercialnarrativeandphotographic
images frequentlyare presentwhile video supersare shown.
Therefore,the single visualcode of the supercompetesfor processing resourceswith both the visual code of the commercial's photographicimagesandthe audiocode of the narrative.
Frick (1984) demonstratesthat higher levels of recall are
generated for the dual-mode condition than for either the
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pure auditory-or the pure visual-modecondition. For video
supers to generatea strong memory trace, there must be an
opportunityto recode the visually presentedverbalinformation throughsilent articulationinto a phonological code for
rehearsal(Baddeley 1986). Knoll (1975) demonstratesthata
concurrent shadowing task-in this case, representedby
attention to other commercial content-prevents articulatory recoding of visual stimuli so that subjects are left with
a poorly performing,visually based memory code. Therefore, it is expected that comprehensionof the single-mode
video super will be less than thatof other commercialcopy.
This leads to the first partof our second hypothesis:
of single-modalityvideo superswill be
H2a:Comprehension
lowerthanthatof othercommercialcopy.

of Dual-ModalityVideoSupers
Comprehension
ComparedwithOtherCommercialContent
Video supers with voice-overs are presentedin the form of
a visual mode and a concurrentauditorymode. Video supers
with voice-overs (dual-modalityvideo supers) do not compete for processing resources with an auditorypresentation
of other commercial content. This situation represents a
reverse of the one described previously. In the case of the
dual-modality video super, the audio code reinforces the
video code and permits the viewer to engage in articulatory
recoding of the visual stimulus into a phonological code.
This phonological code is quite resistant to interference
effects and should account for the superior recall of the
dual-mode video super, relative to other commercial content. This leads to the second partof our second hypothesis:
of dual-modalityvideo supers will be
H2b:Comprehension
higherthanthatof othercommercialcontent.

StructuralDeterminantsof Single-ModalityVideo
Super Comprehension
Presentationrate and typographysize are two of many stimulus characteristicsthatmight affect readingcomprehension
(Barlow and Wogalter 1993). These two stimuluscharacteristics were chosen because they have been shown to affect
readingcomprehension(Morris,Mazis, and Brinberg1989),
and previous content analyses of television video supers
show thatpresentationrate and typographysize vary widely
in broadcastcommercials (Hoy and Stankey 1993).

PresentationRate
Bettman(1979) argues that, as long as consumershave the
ability to control the rate of presentation,they can process
large amounts of information.According to Muller (1985),
the capacity limitations of the cognitive system in general,
and of short-termmemory in particular,might lead to information overload in nonprintmedia settings if informationis
presentedat sufficiently high ratesof speed. For this reason,
Bettman(1979) suggests that, if there is a need to communicate substantialamountsof information,printadvertising
media are superiorto television advertisingmedia. In a similar vein, Koler and Roediger (1984) argue thatcomprehension of information,acquired by reading or listening, is a
productnot only of the cognitive skills of the receiver, but
also of the salience of the message. Informationsalience can

be manipulatedby variations in features of the message,
such as typography,spacing, color, stimulus size, and presentationrate.
There is substantial empirical evidence to suggest that
many televised single-mode video supers have the potential
to cause difficulties in reading comprehension.Miyao and
colleagues (1989) find that presentation rates of verbal
informationon a video screen in excess of 178 words per
minute(wpm) can cause visual fatigue and readabilitydifficulty. Notably, the FTC Staff Report (1979) on consumer
informationremedies recommendsa presentationratebelow
180 wpm for product warranties. In addition, in content
analyses of broadcastcommercial video supers, Frankeand
Lee (1994) note presentationrates as high as 2000+ wpm,
and Hoy and Stankey (1993) find that more than a third of
all video supers are presentedat a ratehigherthan 180 wpm.
Hence, a third of all video supers are at a rate of presentation empirically determined to have the potential to cause
readabilitydifficulty for viewers.
Some rehearsal of visually presented verbal stimuli is
necessarybefore it can be recoded by silent articulationinto
a phonological code (Baddeley 1986). During this rehearsal
period, the visual code is susceptible to interferencefrom
any auditorily presented distraction (Baddeley 1983). A
combination of the high presentationrate found in singlemodality video supers and viewer inability to control presentationrate might reduce the opportunityto engage in the
necessary rehearsalprocess to transformthe transientvisual
code into an enduring phonological code. Therefore, high
presentation rate of single-modality video supers should
result in poor comprehension.This leads to the first part of
our thirdhypothesis:
H3a:Fasterpresentationrate of single-modalityvideo super

will be relatednegativelyto the level of cominformation
prehension.

PresentationSize
Stimulus size, in addition to presentation rate, is one of
many featuresthat influences message salience and thus the
ability of a receiver to process information (Koler and
Roediger 1984). Many studies, in a variety of settings, have
manipulatedtype fonts and have demonstratedthat comprehension is associated positively with increasing stimulus
size. Young and Wogalter(1990) find thatlargerfont size in
owners' manuals leads to better recall. Similarly, Viscusi,
Magat, and Huber (1986), in an evaluationof hazardwarnings, find that participantswould have behaved more cautiously if visual warningswere made bigger. However, Popper and Murray(1989), in a print advertisingcontext, were
unable to detect any improvementsin comprehensionwhen
chewing tobacco warnings were increased in size. In all of
these studies, presentation formats were manipulated
directlyby the researchers,but no evidence was offered that
the presentationformats selected approximatedthose that
appearin televised commercials.
Of the studies reviewed, perhapsBarlow and Wogalter's
(1993) comes closest to replicatingthe environmentof televised video supers. Using alcoholic beverage commercials,
they superimposed visual presentationof verbal warnings
over the last frame of the commercial.They find that larger,
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more conspicuous warnings are more likely to gain and
maintainattentionthan smaller, less conspicuous warnings.
The single-modality video supers used in Barlow and
Wogalter's (1993) study were short (mean = 17 words), on
the screen in large print(letterheight = 1.5 centimeters),and
were shown for a long duration (mean = 7.8 seconds).
Indeed, Barlow and Wogalter (1993, p. 154) caution that
their"commercials"should not be consideredrepresentative
of commercials typically aired, because "[m]ost productrelated informationin television commercials today is presented in smaller printand for shorterduration.Under such
conditions, the effectiveness of print(visual presentationof
verbal information)may be negligible."
Rehearsalof visually presentedverbal stimuli, necessary
to permit the recoding of visual code into phonological
code, might be impaired by any feature of a visually presented verbal message that makes it more difficult to comprehend (Penny 1989). Similar to fast presentation rate,
small presentationsize reduces the viewer's opportunityto
translate transient sensory information (visual code) into
enduring semantic knowledge (phonological code). Small
presentation size also can reduce legibility and, in the
extreme case of illegibility, reduces not only the opportunity, but also the possibility of comprehension.It is therefore expected that single-modality video supers of small
presentationsize will have lower comprehensionrelative to
large presentationsize, single-modalitysupers.This leads to
the second partof our thirdhypothesis:
H3b:Largepresentationsize of single-modalityvideo supers
will be relatedpositivelyto thelevel of comprehension.

InteractiveEffectof PresentationRateand
PresentationSize
Video super presentationrate and presentationsize affect
comprehensionrates by increasingor reducingopportunity
to process a message. The combinedeffect of fast presentation rate and small presentationsize should have a more
negative effect on message salience than the simple effects
of either presentationrateor presentationsize alone. Therefore, it is expected thatthe viewer's opportunityto translate
the visual code by silent articulationinto a phonological
code will be lowest in the condition representedby a fast
presentationrate and small presentationsize. This leads to
the thirdpartof our thirdhypothesis:
video superswill be
of single-modality
H3c:Comprehension
rate
lowestwhenpresentation
size is smallandpresentation
is high.

Method
The primaryobjectives of this researchare to determine if
viewers comprehendvideo supersin broadcastcommercials
and to assess the effects of the structuralcharacteristicsof
video super presentationon comprehension.Because of the
great variability of video super presentationformats, our
most importantmethodologicalrequirementis that the sample commercialsbe representativeof how video supersactually are used in broadcastcommercials.Barlow and Wogalter (1993) caution that experimentalmanipulationof visual
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presentationof verbalinformationin researcher-constructed
commercials sacrifices ecological validity of the viewing
stimuli for greaterexperimentalcontrol of commercial elements. Therefore, findings of experimenter-constructed
video supers in commercials might not generalize to video
supers in televised commercials.
There is considerable evidence from human-factors
researchthatpresentationformataffects comprehension,but
little direct evidence that presentationformat in broadcast
commercials affects comprehension. Broadcast commercials presenta uniqueinformationpresentationenvironment
that is different from the presentation environments frequently studied in human-factorsresearch. An important
methodological requirement is, therefore, that the video
supercommercialsbe representativeof most video supersin
broadcast commercials. It is not operationally feasible to
embed each of the 200 different commercials used in the
study in naturallyoccurringprogrammingcontent, because
this would require a very large number of different treatment conditions. The use of a large sample of televised
commercials presents methodological trade-offs between
the heightened realism of using a large numberof actually
televised video supercommercials and the reducedrealism
of the viewing environment.Because many researchparticipants exposed to programmingand commercials might be
aware that the commercials are the focus of research, we
believe it is an acceptablemethodologicaltrade-offto optimize commercial representativeness over programming
environment representativeness.A similar methodological
approachof testing a large numberof communicationswithout a surroundingprogrammingenvironmentwas used in
Jacoby, Hoyer, and Sheluga's (1980) landmarkviewer miscomprehensionstudy.

Sampling Plan for Video Super Commercials
The sample of commercials was drawn from the three
majornetworkaffiliates, ABC, CBS, and NBC, for a period
of seven consecutive days. Each of these television networks has a detailed, published policy statementregarding
the use of video supers in its commercials (ABC 1992;
CBS 1988; NBC 1992). To ensure that the most heavily
watched day-partswere sampled, we taped 16 hoursof consecutive programmingfor each of the seven days, from
8:00 A.M. to midnight, which yielded a total of 336 hours
of television programming.This sample yielded more than
2600 commercials, from which we obtained 204 unduplicated commercials containing video supers. We randomly
extracted 4 commercials, so that we could have 20 treatment groups, each group exposed to one tape, with each
tape containing 10 commercials. The sample thus represents a wide arrayof productcategories, with the most frequent categories being health and beauty aids, automotive,
and food and snacks. The 200 commercials then were
assigned randomly, edited in groups of 10 back-to-back
commercials, to 1 of 20 videotapes. The order of commercials on a tape represents the naturally occurring order
embedded in programming, after commercials without
video supers and duplicate commercials were removed
from the sample. A ten-second break was inserted between
each successive commercial to permit the experimenterto
pause the tape while respondentsansweredcomprehension
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questions. Although this is clearly an intrusive procedure,
the alternative, to embed each of the 200 commercials in
programmingcontent and therefore run a large numberof
treatmentconditions, was not feasible operationally.
Subjects were assigned randomly to 1 of 20 treatment
conditions. Each condition contained I of the 20 tapes of
video super commercials. Consequently, each participant
was exposed once to each of the 10 commercials.The random assignmentof subjects to experimentalconditions and
commercials to tapes enabled us to pool responses for
repeatedmeasuresanalyses. A Sony SLV-676UC frame-byframe editing machine was used to edit commercials from
tape recordings.

Subjects
Four hundredforty-threeundergraduatebusiness administrationstudentsat a midsize easternuniversityin the United
Statesparticipatedin the study for course credit.Participants
were assigned randomlyto 1 of 20 treatmentgroups. Fiftyfive percent of the participantswere men, and the average
age was 20.4 years. Neither of the demographiccharacteristics were related to comprehension and are not discussed
further.

Study Procedure
Sessions were runin small groups,rangingfrom 8 to 13 subjects, so that each set of commercials was run on different
days and at different times. In each session, participants
were seated in comfortable armchairs, in an arc shape,
approximatelythree yards from a 22-inch/55.9-centimeter
(diagonal measurements) Sony Trinitronstereo television
monitor. The experimenter explained that participants
would be watching a series of commercials, that the tape
would be stopped, and that they would be asked some questions after each commercial. Following each commercial,
the tape was stopped and subjects were instructedto turnto
the researchquestionnaireand respondto questionsthatpertained to the last commercial they saw. After respondingto
questionsrelatingto the tenthand final commercial,subjects
indicatedtheir age and sex.

ComprehensionMeasures
For each commercial,two comprehensionitems were given.
Because a few of the commercialsin our sampleof 200 were
as brief as ten seconds, showing more than two items for
each commercial was not feasible. The first item related to
the video super, the second to other commercial content.
Statementsrelatingto the video superand the main auditory
copy were true 50% of the time. In cases in which there
were two or more separateframes of video supers,one video
super was selected randomly as the target video super.
Examples of video supers and comprehensionmeasuresare
included in the Appendix. To avoid the criticisms that Ford
and Yalch (1982) leveled at Jacoby and Hoyer (1982), that
the latter may have constructed (perhaps unknowingly)
more difficult test items for the differenttypes of messages,
we took the caution of having video supercontentand other
commercial material content transcribedon coding sheets.
This precautionensured that the test constructorwas blind
to the condition of video super versus non-video supercontent. Following the suggestions of Jacobyand Hoyer (1989),

we offered three possible response options: "true,""false,"
or "don't know," to reduce guessing.

Coding Scheme for Structural Elements of Video

Supers
Operationally, video supers were defined as all superimposed video messages that appearin a commercial,excluding words on product packages, one-word supers such as
"sale" or "value,"one-word brand-namesupers, and campaign slogans. Our intention was to focus on video supers
that formedcomplete advertisingsentences (thoughnot necessarily grammatically correct English sentences). The
number of words in the target video was counted by freezing the frame that contained the video super. Video super
durationwas assessed with a handheldelectronic stopwatch
and roundedto the nearestsecond. This yielded data for calculation of presentationrate. After viewing 30 commercials
and discussing it among ourselves, we concluded that font
size at half an inch or less, measuredon a 22-inch television
screen and viewed from a distance of three yards, had the
potential to cause viewer comprehension problems due to
poor legibility. Therefore,half an inch or less was chosen as
the appropriatesize to code the video supers into small and
large size. Video supers also were coded for presence or
absence of a voice-over to provide data for modalityeffects.

Results
Comprehension of Single- and Dual-Modality
Video Supers
We computed comprehension rates for video supers by
comparing the subjects' responses on the true/false/don't
know questions with the objectively correct answer. The
subjects' responses are classified as comprehension when
the response and correct answers match.
The overall comprehension for 200 target supers is
48.5%, versus 54.5% for commercial body copy. As we
show in Table 1, dual-modality video supers have higher
comprehension rates than single-modality video supers
(77.1% versus 40.8%;X2(1) = 392.23, p < .001). Therefore,
H is supported.We used a nonparametricsign test (Connover 1971) to assess whether the differences in comprehension for video supersversus commercial copy are significant at the individual level. Comprehension of singlemodality video supers is lower than that of other commercial content (40.8% versus 54.5%; Z = 11.64, p < .001).
However, dual-modality video supers are comprehended
better than commercial copy (77.1% versus 54.5%; Z =
9.88, p < .001). Therefore,H2aand H2bare supported.
Structural Determinants of Single-Modality

Video

Super Comprehension
Presentation Rate
The numberof words for each of the 200 targetvideo supers
and the numberof seconds each video super was displayed
were counted. From these two variables,the wpm was computed.The presentationraterangedfrom 12 to 900 wpm. On
the basis of this distribution,the video supers were divided
into two categories, using a median split of 144 wpm. We
are using a cutoff that is obtainedempirically from the data
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set. The resultsare providedin Table 2. The comprehension
rate is 47.8% for presentationrate of <144 wpm compared
with 33.5% for presentationrate of >144 wpm. The X2 for
these results, as is reportedin Table 2, was X2(1) = 73.23,
p < .001. Therefore,H3ais supported.

PresentationSize
The 200 video supers were classified into two categories on
the basis of font size, as follows: small ( <1/2 inch/2.25 centimeter font size) and large (21/2 inchl2.25 centimeterfont
size). As is given in Table 2, the comprehensionrateis 61.3%
for a presentationsize of 21/2 inch/2.25centimetercompared
with 37.9% for a presentationsize of <1/2 inch/2.25 centimeter(X2= 85.49(1), p < .001). Therefore,H3bis supported.

InteractiveEffectof PresentationRateand
PresentationSize

Discussion

We expected thatcomprehensionwouldbe highestwhen single-modalityvideo superinformationwas presentedat a low
rate and in a large font size. Conversely,we predictedthat
comprehensionwould be lowest when video super information was presentedat a high rate and in a small font size. To
test this hypothesis,a 2 x 2 analysis of variance(ANOVA)
was conductedwith presentationrate(low 144 wpm versus
high > 144 wpm) and presentationsize (small< 1/2 inch font
size versus large >1/2 inch font size) as the two factors and
Table 1.

Comprehension Comparisons Based on Modality
Panel A

Comprehension of Dual- Versus Single-Modality
Video Supers
Comprehension

N

Visual only

40.8%

3486

Bothvisualandaudio

77.1%

Overall

48.5%

Presentation Modality

To date, the separateprocessing streamsmodel of modality
effects has received empirical support from research that

Table 2.

Comprehension Comparisons Based on
Structural Determinants
Panel A

Presentation Rate and Comprehension of Single-Modality
Video Supers
Presentation Rate

Comprehension

N

Low (5 144 wpm)
High (> 144 wpm)
Overall

47.8%
33.5%
40.8%

1766
1720
3486

Note: X2= 73.23, DF = 1, p < .001.

943
4429

Note:X2= 392.23,DF = 1,p < .001.

Panel B
Presentation Size and Comprehension of Single-Modality
Video Supers
Presentation Rate

Panel B
Comprehension of Single-Modality Video Supers Versus
Other Commercial Content
Presentation Modality
Single-modality video supers
Othercommercial content

comprehensionrate for video supers as the dependentvariable. The datawere analyzedwith the methodfor nonorthogonal designs by Appelbaumand Cramer(1974).
As is revealedin Table 2, the interactiveeffect of presentation rate and presentationsize on comprehensionof video
supers is significant (F (1, 3482) = 10.94, p < .001). The
comprehensionrates for four categories of supers (resulting
from the 2 x 2 design) were in the predicteddirection. The
comprehensionrate for low-presentation-rate,large-presentation-size supers is the highest (73.6%), and the comprehension rate for high-presentation-rate,small-presentationsize supers is the lowest (32.1%). Simple effects were analyzed for the fourrelevantcomparisonsthatcorrespondedto
this interaction, and all were significant. Overall, these
results provide supportfor H3c.

Comprehension
40.8%
54.5%

N

Comprehension

N

37.9%
61.3%
40.8%

3057
429
3486

Small (< 1/2")
Large (> 1/2")
Overall
Note: X2= 85.49, DF = 1, p < .001.

3486
4429

Panel C
Interactive Effect of Presentation Rate and Presentation Size
on Comprehension of Single-Modality Video Supers

Note:Z = 11.64,DF= 1,p < .001.

Small (< 1/2")

Presentation
Size
Large (> 1/2")

43.7%

73.6%

32.1%

45.5%

Panel C
Comprehension of Dual-Modality Video Supers Versus Other
Commercial Content
Presentation Modality
Dual-modality video supers

Othercommercialcontent

Note:Z = 9.88, DF = 1,p < .001.

Comprehension

N

77.1%

943

54.5%

4429

Low presentationrate
(< 144 wpm)
High presentationrate
(> 144 wpm)

of presentation
Note:Interaction
ratex presentation
size is significantat
F(1,3,482)= 10.94,p <.001.
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focuses on relatively simple stimuli, such as small groupsof
words or simple phrases. Our findings lend supportto the
separate processing streams model and suggest that the
model might have utility in more complex informationenvironments. Research on modality effects in marketingcommunications,with few exceptions (e.g., Barlow and Wogalter 1993), has lacked a theoreticalunderpinningand could
benefit from propositionsderivablefrom the model.
Video supers share a common goal with the non-video
super information contained in commercials: both must
communicate.Across all video supers, comprehensionrate
is lower than it is for commercialcopy. The overall pattern
of findings, however, suggests thatcomprehensionrates for
video supersvary widely on the basis of presentationmodality and structuralformateffects. In particular,dual-modality
presentation-including video plus audio voice-over-is
most effective in ensuringhigh comprehension.This finding
is consistent with those of other researchersacross a variety
of communication settings (e.g., Barlow and Wogalter
1993; Morris, Mazis, and Brinberg 1989; Young and
Wogalter 1990).
Our results also are consistent with those predictedfrom
theoriesof modalityeffects (e.g., Paivio 1983; Penny 1989).
When video supers are presentedin dual modality,they lead
to higher comprehensionrates relative to commercialcopy.
However, single-modality supers performpoorly relative to
commercial copy. The separate processing streams model
suggests an explanation for this finding. A key determinant
of viewer comprehension of single-modality video supers
might be the ability of the viewer to rehearsethe video code
so that it is translatedinto a more permanentphonological
code. Our findings supportthe FTC's (1979) views and recommendationsthat video supersshould be presentedin dual
modality. Our data suggest that dual-modalitysupers outperformsingle-modality supers on comprehensionby more
than 37%. In our sample of 200 video super commercials,
however, we found thatthe FTC guidelines were a rule more
honored in the breach than the observance.Only 21% of all
commercials containing video supers had dual-modality
presentation.
Our findings provide empirical supportfor the concerns
expressed in the Advertising Age (1995) editorial that
addressedthe efficacy of video supers.In particular,the data
show thatcomprehensionratesdecline from 47.8% for video
supers at less than 144 wpm to 33.5% for those at greater
than 144 wpm. Comprehensionrates similarlydecline from
61.3% for video supersgreaterthana half inch in font size to
37.9% for those less than or equal to a half inch in font size.

Limitations
Interpretationof our findings should be temperedby several
limitationsin the scope of the study. The use of undergraduate studentslimits the generalizabilityof the resultsto other
populations,as it is quitelikely thatstudentsarenot partof the
targetmarketfor many of the productsand servicesoffered in
these commercials. It is noteworthy,however, that in their
study of comprehension of print advertising, Jacoby and
Hoyer (1989) find no differencesin comprehensionfor target
versus nontargetaudiences. They also find few meaningful
differencesin comprehensionthatare due to a wide rangeof
sociodemographiccharacteristics.Any sample of subjects

could notbe in the targetaudiencefor all the productsandservices advertised.A more significantlimitationof this study,
perhaps, is the lack of multiple advertisementexposures.
AlthoughAlpert,Golden,andHoyer(1983) find thatmultiple
exposuresto televised communicationsdid not improvecomprehension,advertisementrepetitionmight improvecomprehension for low-salience presentationenvironments,which
are characteristicof fast-paced,small-sizedvideo supers.
All of the video supercommercials were tapedoff the air.
Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the subjects
might have had priorexposure to some of the commercials.
The hypotheses for formateffects relate only to the boundaries of the commercial sample and should not be projected,
without furtherresearch,to other domains, such as product
warrantieson packages. The experimentalenvironmentwas
very differentfrom the relaxed atmosphereof a home viewing situationand probablycontributedto greaterattentionto
processing video supers than would be normal for home
viewers. Similarly, the cognitive strategies employed by
viewers, that is, low-involvement advertisement scanning
versus high-involvement advertisement processing, might
affect comprehension levels. It also is possible that other
unmeasuredvariables, such as message difficulty or video
super color and/or backgroundcolor, could affect comprehension levels. For these reasons, it would be inappropriate
to accept comprehension levels in our study as a type of
benchmark,or norm, for video supers. A more reasonable
interpretationof the data should be confined to the relative
effects of presentationmodality and format structure.

Implications and Further Research
For advertisersand advertising agencies, the data indicate
that small-font video supers, presented at a fast rate, might
not be effective in communicating information and might
leave the advertiser open to a legal charge of ineffective
qualificationof disclosure information.Therefore, it might
be useful for advertisingagencies to test comprehensionof
video superspriorto airingthe commercial. Furtherresearch
would be useful to address whether viewers are suspicious
of detailed video supers and whether the presence of video
supersnegatively affects the credibility of othercommercial
content.
Many video supers are placed at the end of commercials.
The commercial storyline has gathered momentum, which
might make it difficult for the viewer to switch attentional
resourcesto a video super.Consequently,the position of the
video super in a commercialmight be a key element for further research.
From a public policy perspective, our data indicate that
for video supers more might be less. An effective program
to ensure fair disclosure to consumers should encourage
simplification, not merely more words and larger font,
which furtherencroaches on an advertiser'sspace and freedom of expression. One method to determine disclosure
accuracywould be to evaluate it using a performancetest. A
comprehensionstandardcould be set for the targetaudience,
whereby the advertiserhas flexibility to choose the appropriateformatand presentationmethod to meet this criterion.
The AmericanAdvertisingFederationhas encouragedfederal agencies to investigatehow 800 numbersand referralsto
World Wide Web pages in commercials could supplement
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the information requirementsof consumers. Our findings
suggest thatsuch simplificationof the messagewould be presented more appropriatelywith a dual-modalityvideo super
of large enough font size and sufficient durationto facilitate
viewer processing. There is some evidence to indicate that
shorter disclosure statements can be equally effective in
influencing consumers' beliefs about an offer (Murphyand
Richards 1992). The separate processing streams model
would predictenhancedcomprehensionof video supers in a
brief video plus audio presentationformat. This strategy
ensures that there would be no other competing visual or
audio informationto preventrehearsaland encoding of visually presentedverbal informationinto a long-lastingphonological code. For such a policy to be effective, however,
advertisersalso would need to communicateto viewers the
importanceof such disclosureinformation.
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Appendix
Video Super Verbatim
Video Super Frame 11
Savings a combinationof $750 cash back, plus special discount. Savings based on options purchasedseparately.Must
take delivery from stock. Limited time offer. See dealer for
details.

Journal of ConsumerResearch, 20 (June), 147-56.
Bettman, James R. (1979), An InformationProcessing Theory of

ConsumerChoice.Reading,MA:Addison-Wesley.
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Video Super Frame 2

Conover, W. J. (1971), Practical Non-ParametricStatistics. New

No charge air-conditioningon select models.
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DC:U.S. Government
Printing
Office.
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York:JohnWiley& Sons.

Video Super Frame 3
MSRP and cash back direct from [Brandname], excluding
taxes, destination charges, and carpet. Actual prices may
vary. Must take delivery from dealer stock. Limited time
offer. See dealer for details.
The video superquestionwas "Savingsare a combination
of $750 cash back, plus special discount."True/False/Don't
Know.

Other CommercialMaterialVerbatim
Sure was a busy one yesterday. Here we go again. Quick
reflexes are essential duringthe [Brandname] ready-to-roll
sale. You get to move fast for cash back on special package
[Model A] or try [Model B] wagon, or air at no extracharge,
try [Model C] at a new low price. Hurryin today. When the
smoke clears there will be nothing left.
The audio question was "Only model A is available at a
new low price." True/False/Don't Know.
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